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Unique Challenges of Academic Labs
1964 chemical education paper compares industry vs. academic lab environments
• “It is not current practice to require that a proposal to do
laboratory research contain a statement on safety
considerations”
• “Since in sponsoring research the agency incurs little legal or
financial liability, safety is someone else’s problem”
• “Safety should not be approached through a search for liability”
• “If a serious accident occurs at a university, there is plenty of
responsibility to share; neither advisor nor department head
nor dean can (or does) tell himself they weren’t responsible”
• Many of these issues are still relevant today
Safety Considerations in Research Proposals. J. Chem. Educ. 1964, 41, A785

Academic Lab Safety in Recent Years
First criminal case resulting from an academic laboratory accident
• A 2008 tert-butyllithium laboratory fire resulted in the death of the
UCLA researcher Sheri Sangji
• Prosecutors charged the university system and Prof. Harran with
felony violations of the California labor code
• Settlement dropped charges in 2012 in exchange for implementation
of a new safety program at all 10 UC campuses
• Led to a legally imposed responsibility of top-down leadership for the
first time in an academic institution

http://cen.acs.org/articles/90/i33/California-Deal-Tightens-Lab-Safety.html

Changing the Culture
How do you enforce top-down safety where legally enforced programs are not yet present?

• Unique partnership in 2012 between the Dow Chemical
Company and two departments at the University of Minnesota
• Joint Safety Team (JST) initiative was driven by graduate student
and postdoctoral associate laboratory safety officers
• Resulted in enthusiastic adoption of improved safety practices
and noticeable improvements in the culture in both departments
• This model is in contrast to typical “top-down” approaches that
are led by faculty and administrators

Student Involvement in Improving the Culture of Safety in Academic Laboratories. J. Chem. Educ. 2013, 90, 1414
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Joint Safety Teams
The program at UMN has served as inspiration and resource for many other student safety
teams across the country
• Many universities are now adopting single or multi-department
safety groups that are organized by students
• They need widespread participation to be effective
• Usually they have a hierarchical nature but students need freedom
to design their own leadership structure to create ownership
• Components include: Committees and officers, safety moments,
safety posters, announcements, lab walkthroughs, safety
workshops, monthly meetings of representatives from all labs,
evaluation of university-required trainings, collaborations between
different expert groups, mental health and well-being
Student Involvement in Improving the Culture of Safety in Academic Laboratories. J. Chem. Educ. 2013, 90, 1414

Let’s Stop and Think
Why are these programs becoming so popular?
• Emphasis on individual accountability and developing positive and proactive culture
• Non-punitive reporting systems
• Helps students be introspective about their research methods
• Pressure for all faculty to appoint a safety officer and be supportive of lab safety
• Student-led and mostly student-enforced, requires minimal attention from faculty
• Fills in gaps from online safety training
• Platform for students to express safety concerns to faculty besides their own PI
• Helps students think of safety in a fun way if the department sponsors events (welcome BBQ,
safety week, etc.)

Making a Positive Safety Culture Everywhere
There are many different routes to a safe research culture
• Some institutions function very well with top-down leadership from PI’s or EH&S
• For those that don’t, maybe try bottom-up leadership with student safety teams
• Goal is to catalyze change where everyone feels responsible and accountable for safety
• When enough people think it’s important, everyone will
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A Platform for Training Future Leaders
ACS workshop through DCHAS was proposed to support the JST movement
• Held for the first time at the National ACS Meeting in
New Orleans, LA on March 18th
• The purpose of this workshop was to develop
individualized plans for the creation or improvement of
student safety programs
• Other key topics included hazard assessment, risk
management, and safety management practices
• Michail Vlysidis from the University of Minnesota served
as the co-host
• 19 total attendees from 14 different universities
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Workshop Content
Topic 1: Risk Management
• Importance of risk management in academic research
• Basic concepts: hazard assessment, hierarchy of
controls, accident causation, further readings
• Group activity to perform assessments
Topic 2: Academic Safety Culture
• Safety culture defined
• Recommendations from Safe Science to institutions
• Group activity on the challenges and opportunities for
different stakeholders to affect safety culture change
Topic 3: Student Safety Teams
• Examples of safety teams across the country
• Discussion of different types of programs
• Development of individual plans for the creation or
improvement of teams at their own institutions

Workshop Success
Pre- and post-surveys were used to evaluate the workshop
Purpose of the surveys:
1. What are the participant’s initial
impressions on chemical safety?
2. Was the participant satisfied with the
workshop?
3. How does learning about terminology
and safety programs affect various
self-evaluations?
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Pre-Survey: An Audience of Motivated Students

Post-Survey: Workshop Valued By Students

Before/After Comparisons
Who are you comfortable going to with safety
concerns or questions?

Before/After Comparisons

Future Directions
• Workshop is being offered again at Fall ACS
• Open communication between JST leaders will help
facilitate sharing of resources and program ideas
• How can ACS support JSTs? Current Ideas:
-

Webinar about JST development

-

Development of materials: editable posters, flyers, stall
moments, summary of literature, etc.

-

Leadership development and training (e.g. workshops,
programming, webinars, online training, etc.)

-

Networking opportunities (JST coffee break or social)

-

Online interface to share materials

Questions?

